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Abstract— A proposed a security enhancement in Ku and Wang's authenticated key agreement protocol. Two parties
employ the pre-shared password to agreement a common session key via insecure network. However, in this article, we will
show that the scheme is suffer from the backward replay attack and the offline password guessing attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Diffe-Hellman key agreement protocol [5] is a method for establishing a common session key to be shared
between two parties (named, Alice and Bob) over an insecure network. Then, they can use the session key to be the
symmetrical key (such as DES, Rijndael) to establish a secure communication channel. The common session key
can be determined either party based on her/his own secret key and the partner's public key. The security of session
key comes from the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem. However, two parties in the Diffe -Hellman
scheme do not authenticate each other, an adversary (named, Eve) can mount the man-in-middle attack to share a
common session between Alice and Bob by masquerading Alice and Bob. Therefore, to authenticate the identity of
the party is necessarily [2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 15, and 14]. Seo and Sweeney [12] proposed a simple authenticate key
agreement scheme, which uses the pre-shared secret password technology to ensure the identity of the party and
verification of the session key. However, Tseng [13] pointed out that verification of the session key could not be
achieved in their protocol by mounting the replay attack. The adversary can successfully convince the honest party
of a wrong session key. Tseng further proposed an improved scheme to repair the security flaw in Seo and
Sweeney's protocol. Unfortunately, Ku and Wang [9] pointed that Tseng's improved protocol is still vulnerable to
the backward replay attack without modification and the modification attack. Under the backward replay attack,
the adversary can impersonate one communicating party to fool the other one into believing the wrong session key
by replaying the exchanged message. Under the modification attack, the adversary interposes in the line between
two communicating parties and modifies the exchanged message to convince one party of a wrong session key.
They further proposed an improved scheme to withstand those attacks.
Recently, Hsu et al. [6] and Chang et al. [1] separately pointed that Ku and Wang's improved protocol is still
vulnerable to the modification attacks. At the same time, they separately proposed the security enhancement in Ku
and Wang's protocol. However, in this article, we will point that Chang et al.'s enhancement is suffer from the
backward replay attack and the offline password guessing attack (dictionary attack). Similar to Ku and Wang's
backward replay attack in Tseng protocol, the adversary can impersonate one communicating party to fool the
other one into believing the wrong session key. By mounting the offline password guessing attack, the adversary
can guess a password offline until he/she gets the correct one.
The organization of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we shall take a brief look at Chang et al.'s protocol. In
Section 3, we shall show that the backward replay attack and the o®-line password guessing attack crumble the
security of Chang et al.'s scheme. Finally, we shall present our conclusion in Section 4.
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II. REVIEW CHANG ET AL.'S PROTOCOL
Initially, system chooses two public values g and n, where n is a large prime and g is a primitive element in GF (n) .
Alice and Bob pre-shared a common password P and a predetermined way to generate two integers
Q mod n  1 and Q1 mod n  1 from the password P . Q must be unique value yielded by P , and relatively
prime to n  1 . The protocol is composed of two phases, the key establishment phase and the key verification
phase, as follows.
The key establishment phase:
1. Alice chooses a random number a, computes X1  g aQ mod n, and sends X 1 to Bob.
2. Bob chooses a random number b, computes Y1  g bQ mod n , and sends Y1 to Alice.
3. When Y1 is received, Alice computes Y  Y1Q 1  g b mod n and K A  Y a  g ab mod n.
4. When X 1 is received, Bob computes X  X1Q 1  g a mod n and K B  X b  g ab mod n.
After this phase, Alice and Bob establish a common session key K A  K B  g ab mod n.
The key verification phase:
1. Alice computes Y2  (aY )Q 1 mod n and sends it to Bob.
2. Bob computes X 2  (bX )Q 1 mod n and sends it to Alice.
3. When X 2 is received, Alice obtains b by computing b  ( X 2 )Q / X mod n and checks the validity by the
Equation g b  Y mod n.
4. When Y2 is received, Bob obtains a by
Computing a  (Y2 )Q / Y mod n a = and checks the validity by the equation g a  X mod n. If the above
Verifications are correct; Alice and Bob are convinced that the session key K A  K B  g ab mod n. is correct.
III. SECURITY FLAWS
In this section, we show that Chang et al.'s protocol is vulnerable to the backward replay attack and the offline
password guessing attack. Two attacks are separately mounted by Eve as follows.
The backward replay attack without modification: Upon intercepting X1  g aQ mod n in Step 1 of the key
establishment phase, Eve impersonates as Bob to send Y1  X1  g aQ mod n to Alice. When Y1 is received in

 Q 1  g a mod n
Step 3 of the key establishment phase, Alice computes Y  Y1
and KA = Y a = ga2 mod n.
Upon intercepting Y2  (aY )Q 1  (ag a )Q 1 mod n in Step 1 of the key verification phase, Eve impersonates as
Bob to send X 2  Y2  (ag a )Q 1 mod n to Alice. When X 2 is received in Step 3 of the key verification phase,
Alice

computes

b  ( X 2 )Q / X  ((ag a )Q 1 )Q / g a  a mod n

and

checks

the

validity

by

the

equation g  Y mod n .
Obviously, the verification is correct. Alice will be fooled into believing the wrong session key K A . On the other
a

hand, Eve also can impersonate Alice to fool Bob into believing the wrong session key K B .
The off-line password guessing attack: When Eve intercepts the messages X1 , X1 , and Y2 in an honest
execution of the protocol between Alice and Bob, she can perform an off-line password guessing attack as follows.
Eve first guesses the password P and derives the corresponding Q mod n and Q1 mod n . Then, she can
off-line verify the correctness of the guessed password P by checking the following equation:
1

Q

1

( X1 )Q  g (Y2 ) / (Y1 )Q mod n.
If it holds, Eve has guessed the correct password P . From left-hand side of the above equation, we can obtain
1
1
( X 1 )Q  ( g aQ )Q mod n,
 g a mod n.
From right-hand side of the above equation, we can obtain
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Q1

g (Y2 )Q / (Y1 )

 ( g aY )Q
 g ( ag
g

b

b

1

Q  / ( g bQ ) Q 1

b

)/ ( g )

( ag )/ ( g b )

mod n,

mod n,
mod n.

For the same reason, Eve can check the guessed password whether the following equation
1

Q

Q1

Y1Q '  g X 2 / X1 mod n
Holds or not by intercepting the messages Y1 , X1 , and X 2 .
IV. CONCLUSION
In fact, people hardly find the long random strings to be their passwords; rather, they prefer natural language
phrases that they can remember easily. Nevertheless, natural language phrases as password are draw from a rather
limited set of possibilities. In this article, we have separately shown that the backward replay attack and the off-line
password guessing attack in Chang et al.'s protocol. Those attacks seriously threaten the security of their protocol.
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